LOC Meeting Agenda
Fall 2008
Tuesday, Oct. 28th 12-1
Place: RLC 179

Information Items:

- **Update from Campus-wide Assessment Team on Writing:** We have a list of participants and have sent them an informational memo about the process. I [Jaeney] will send the course list to Fia on Monday to ask her to pull out students who are at least halfway through their programs. Once we have the student lists, we will forward them to our faculty participants and then hound them regularly to get those students’ writing assignments. Otherwise, we are spending the rest of the quarter fine-tuning our assessment method. We will start with the community rubric and probably do some tweaking here and there.

- **Update on New Faculty Assessment Lunch:** We had 15 new faculty attend. It was a great discussion!

- **Fall Assessment Liaison Retreat:** Julie attends this week.

Action Items:

- Follow up on Classroom Assessment Research Position: Pending discussion with April and Fia.

- Response to Student Responsibility Campus-wide Assessment Project Report: What does the LOC see as next steps for the year #2 response to this report?
  
  o Revise the language of competency 3.1. “Appropriately question or change stated expectations, policies, and procedures.”
  o LOTS database
  o Other?